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CONFORMALLY FLAT MANIFOLDS AND A
PINCHING PROBLEM ON THE RICCI TENSOR

SAMUEL I. GOLDBERG1 AND MASAFUMI OKUMURA

Abstract. There is a formal similarity between the theory of hypersurfaces

and conformally flat ^-dimensional spaces of constant scalar curvature

provided d > 3. For, then, the symmetric linear transformation field Q

defined by the Ricci tensor satisfies Codazzi's equation (VXQ)Y = (VYQ)X.

This observation leads to a pinching theorem on the length of the Ricci

tensor.

1. Statement of results. Recently, one of the authors [1] obtained

Theorem G. Let M be a d-dimensional compact conformally flat manifold with

definite Ricci curvature. If the scalar curvature r is constant and if the square of

the length of the Ricci tensor is not greater than r2/(d — 1), d > 3, then M is a

space of constant curvature.

Note that the square length of the Ricci tensor is greater than or equal to

r2/d, so the Ricci tensor has been "pinched". In the present paper the

following two theorems are proved, the first of which generalizes Theorem G.

Theorem 1. Let M be a d-dimensional compact conformally flat manifold with

constant scalar curvature r. If the length of the Ricci tensor is less than

r/^/d — 1, d > 3, then M is a space of constant curvature.

Theorem 2. In a d-dimensional compact conformally flat manifold M, if the

length of the Ricci tensor is constant and less than r/\/d — 1, then M is a space

of constant curvature.

2. Conformally flat manifolds. Let M be a Riemannian manifold of

dimension d > 3. We cover M by a system of local coordinate neighborhoods

{U,xh}, and denote by gJh v}, Rkßh, and R» the Riemannian metric, the

operator of covariant differentiation in terms of the Riemannian connection,

the curvature tensor and the Ricci tensor, respectively. We say that M is

conformally flat if its Riemannian metric is conformally related to a locally

Euclidean metric. In a conformally flat manifold,
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(2.1)
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Rkjih = d _ 2^RJ>8kh ~~ RkiSjh + 8jiRkh ~ SkiRjh)

(d — 1 ) (d — 2)   ■*' ^kh     ^ki Sjh

(2.2) \Rji - VjRki = 2{d_ {){gji\r - gkiVjr).

As a consequence of (2.1) and (2.2), in a conformally flat manifold, the

Laplacian of the square length of the Ricci tensor becomes

(2.3)

where

\A tr Q2 = xf—fM* + (d- 2)RJ'}VjVir

+ P/(d-2) + g(VQ,VQ),

y3     2d- I_2 .     rJr3
P = dtvQ'- ^f rtrQ¿ + ^—r.

As in [1], F is nonnegative if \/tr Q2 < r/\/d - 1. Thus

(2.4)       jA tr Q2 > 2(^l)tey' + (d ~ 2)Rß)Vj Vir + ^Q, Vß).

3. Proofs of theorems. The following lemma is fundamental and may be

found in [2].

Lemma. Let ax, ..., ad and k be real numbers satisfying the inequality

d ,       /  d       \2

&<* + k<d=-\ (,?/<■)•

Then, for any pair of distinct i andj = 1, ..., d, k < 2a¡a\¡.

If M satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, the lemma shows that the

eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor all have the same sign. Thus the Ricci tensor

is positive definite. Consequently, by Theorem G, M is a space of constant

curvature. If M satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2, then by the lemma, the

Ricci tensor is positive definite, and so is rgjl + (d — 2)F7'. Thus, (2.4) yields

the inequality

{rgj' + id- 2)R*}VjV,r < 0.

Since M is compact, E. Hopfs well-known theorem says r is constant. Hence,

M satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.

The inequality in Theorems 1 and 2 is the best possible. For, if M

= Sd~x X S1, where Sd~x is the constant curvature sphere, then M is

conformally flat, r is constant and tr Q2 = r2/(d - 1).
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